Suggested course sequence for
Associate in Applied Science Degree in
Digital Design & Animation

Term 1
- ENG 110 Expository Writing
- MAT 1632 College Math
- DD 101 Intro. to the Digital Toolbox
- Foreign Language
- VPA 121 Painting & Drawing

Term 2
- ENG 111 Literature & Composition
- Natural Science
- DM 102 Media Design in the Digital Age
- DD 104 Color Theory & Design
- DD 105 2D Design

Term 3
- Liberal Arts Elective
- PSY1032
- DD 106 Intro to Usable Design OR DD 107 Concepts in Animation
- DD114 Digital Illustration
- Digital Elective

Design Track
- DD112 Intro to Web Design
- DD201 Communication Design
- DD204 Typographic Principles
- Digital Elective

Animation Track
- DD113 Intro to Motion Graphics
- DD205 3D Design
- DD205 Introduction to Maya
- Digital Elective

Digital Electives (Pick Two)
- DD103 Digital Photography
- DD113 Introduction to Motion Graphics
- DD2903 Digital Photography for Design
- DD205 3D Design
- DD301 Advanced Digital Illustration
- DD302 Advanced Web Design
- DD103 Digital Photography
- DD111 Introduction to Sound Design
- DD202 Digital Video with Final Cut Pro
- DD208 Sound Design in Context
- DD302 Advanced Web Design
- DD305 After Effects
- DD307 Advanced Maya